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013 is here, and with the New
Year comes the opportunity to
improve your health and save
money. One of the easiest ways to save
money is to receive health care from
an in-network doctor. How does this
impact you? For starters, there is no
balance billing which means that you’ll
get the appropriate care the first time,
for a deeply discounted price, and that
you’ll know all the costs you need to
budget for up front. In-network doctors
are also credentialed, which means better quality of care too.
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• The Journeyman Roofer & Waterproofer

In 2012, the National Health Fund
and you the members saved a whopping 4 million dollars just by choosing
an in-network doctor, but we can do
better. Last year there was $1.5 million in out-of-network claims, and the
Fund would have saved an additional
$750,000 just by choosing to go to an
in-network doctor instead. The best part
is, your medical network is so large that
there is rarely a need to go out of network, so our opportunity for improvement is huge! Remember, this is your
Fund and it’s made possible with your
hourly contributions; going to an outof-network doctor wastes your money!

Over the next year, your Fund will
be exploring ideas on how to encourage members to go in-network in
order to protect your hard earned
benefits. Luckily, there are resources
for you to use right now so that you
can begin saving today. Call 1-800768-4675 to speak with a nurse 24/7
to find an in-network provider near
you. They can even discuss your
medical condition and direct you
to specialists that meet your specific needs. In addition, you have an
online provider directory for reference via this direct link: http://cigna.
benefitnation.net/sarPPO/. ■

